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Overview

•Graph snapshots from communication data

•EASEE

•Tests on Synthetic Datasets

•Real Datasets

•Tests and Results
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Graphs from Communication Data

•Many graphs can be crawled – request a node identify its neighbors
• E.g., web crawls, questionnaires

•Communication data advertises edges at data-specified times
• E.g., emails, computer networks
• Call these edge advertisements (EAs)

•Thus, communication-data graphs require sampling over a period of  time
• Underlying system may change drastically during this time period
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Graph Building Example4

A, B, 3
A, C, 5
D, G, 9
E, F, 9
H, G, 10
J, G, 12
J, K, 12
A, B, 17
A, D, 17
C, D, 18
D, F, 21
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Photography comparison

•Collect photons for some period of  time
• Photon rate (e.g., light strength) 
• Scene motion (e.g., waving hand) 

•Collect edge advertisements for some period of  time
• Advertisement rate (e.g., communication frequency)
• System motion (e.g., people join/leave, relationships 

form/decay)

•Determine proportion sampled vs. scene stability
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Real-world Need

•Analytics run against graph data generated from EAs

•Graph from too little data will miss important connections
• Graphs may appear disjoint when actually well connected

•Graph from too much data (esp. across system changes) will show edge 
relationships when edges never existed within similar periods
• Nodes may appear far closer related than they truly are

•Decisions made from analytics on such datasets may be wrong

•Graphs formed as the data streams is best – decisions can be more timely

•Leskovec2007: The more temporal data you add, the denser the graph
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Previous Work

•Sun2007: An off-line technique for trading off  community change with number of  
sampling windows

•Sulo2010: An off-line technique for trading off  within-window variance and 
between-window compression

•Caceres2013: An off-line technique for identifying optimal window sizes

•Soundarajan2014: An on-line technique for identifying when network measures 
converge
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Edge Advertisements into Snapshots using Evolving Expectations

•EASEE has two key steps:
• Sufficient Window Detection
• Minimal data for a graph collected
• Neighboring Window Merging
• Merge neighboring sufficient snapshots if  system motion was slow enough

•EASEE benefits
• Few parameters with good default settings for most
• Executes in real-time with EAs
• Identify problematic datasets
• Adaptively identify snapshot intervals
• Predict future graph sizes
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Definitions

•Edge advertisement (u, v, t )
• Communication takes place between entities u and v at time t
• We assume a streaming list of  EAs 
• An edge may advertise more than once

•Type N2: New edge with 2 new nodes

•Type N1: New edge with 1 new node

•Type N0: New edge with 0 new nodes

•Type R: Repeat edge
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(3) Executing in Real Time (Sec. 4). EASEE is e�cient enough
to run on-line and in real time with incoming communica-
tion data with minimal compute overhead. This feature is
important when analyzing fast evolving streams of data.

(4) Identifying Underlying Data Shifts (Sec. 6). EASEE monitors
underlying EA properties and directly identi�es times of
drastic change – starting new snapshots when such times
occur. We demonstrate this with examples from real-world
datasets, and quantify errors with synthetic datasets.

(5) Recognizing Problematic Datasets (Sec. 6.1.1). EASEE’s focus
on balancing under- and oversampling enables it to recognize
datasets that shift so rapidly that quality snapshots can’t be
generated. With such datasets, forming static snapshots runs
the danger of creating graphs with more paths that were
never active together than those that were.

Furthermore, our results both support and add caveats to pre-
vious analyses of such streaming datasets. For instance, EASEE
directly monitors edges which increase densi�cation (see [12]).
However, our results clearly show times where continuing to de-
velop a single static graph would blur two very distinct behavior
periods into a single static representation. Thus, while densi�cation
certainly occurs, some of its reported results may be due to merging
wildly varying underlying graphs.

2 RELATEDWORK
Varying Snapshop Interval: Researchers have studied how graph
properties evolve when they aggregate edge advertisements (EAs)
into static snapshots. Most consider cumulative snapshots from
the beginning, each larger by a day, week, or year. Some divide all
the data into �xed-sized nonoverlapping (or regularly overlapping)
snapshots. Leskovec et al. [12] found that – although the snapshots
added nodes and edges over time – the graphs became denser and
the diameter decreased. Their work used datasets where many EAs
repeat (similar to our own) and where advertisements occurred
once per edge (e.g., citation networks). Krings et al. [9] thoroughly
analyzed a single, very clean telecommunication dataset. They
found distinct patterns of node count and clustering coe�cient
based on interval start day and length that were well explained by
normal call behavior. Comparing neighboring snapshots using 2-
week intervals even found holiday weeks. Rocha et al. [17] studied
four sampling techniques for a stream of EAs including varying
interval size. They found that static snapshots lost some detail
necessary for temporal epidemic tracking and prediction.
Temporal Networks: Researchers have analyzed “temporal net-
works,” i.e. streams of EAs, directly (see [7] for an overview). We
instead derive static snapshots from such data.
Identifying Appropriate Snapshot Intervals: Sun et al. [21]
proposed a mostly parameter-free technique called GraphScope
for tracking graph communities in EA streams. They batch all the
edges arriving during a �xed interval (the one parameter) into a
graph, compute its communities based on small compressed size,
and add it to the previous snapshot “if there is a storage bene�t.”
Otherwise, the incoming graph starts a new snapshot. EASEE can
break an EA stream into a new snapshot at any point, not just at
�xed time boundaries, and uses overall graph stability measures, not
communities. Sulo et al. [20] developed an o�-line technique that
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Figure 1: The four possible types for new EA (D, E, C) denoted
by the dashed line. The illustrations show a portion of the
graph just prior to time C – shown as solid lines.

�nds a universal snapshot interval that balances within-snapshot
variance and between-snapshot compression. Cáceres [2] described
an o�-line technique called DAPPER that allows varying snapshot
intervals, but they are multiples of a �xed minimum interval. Break-
points between snapshots are based on measures of consistency of
edge frequencies. Soundarajan et al. [19] proposed ADAGE as an on-
line technique that merges neighboring small �xed snapshots until
a user-speci�ed graph metric converges. They found that although
di�erent metrics changed �nal snapshot intervals, it was often pos-
sible to use a cheaper proxy metric to get approximately the same
result as many more expensive metrics (e.g., degree distribution
can be a proxy for Page Rank).

Fish et al. [3] presented a technique akin to supervised learning
that trains the snapshot detector to increase accuracy against a
speci�ed, dataset-speci�c labeled problem (e.g., change point detec-
tion or node attribute prediction). EASEE identi�es change points
directly in the EA stream without labeled data.

3 THE EASEE MODEL
Suppose D and E are two entities (nodes) that communicate at time
C . We represent this communication by undirected edge (D, E) and
denote the communication event by (D, E, C). We call each event in
a stream an edge advertisement (EA) and say that edge (D, E) ad-
vertises at time C . We refer to the 8th EA as (D, E, C)8 . Although EAs
may occur in rapid succession, we assume they can be serialized for
analysis. Edges may advertise more than once. EASEE has two prin-
ciple steps: (1) Su�cient snapshot detecting, and (2) Neighboring
snapshot merging based on graph similarity. These address under
and oversampling, respectively. For Step 1, we introduce a model
to predict near-term graph growth to determine graph stability.

3.1 Forecasting near-term growth
Given a stream of EAs, it is possible to predict the near-term fu-
ture growth of its graph. There are four possible EA types for any
incoming EAs. See Fig. 1.

(1) N2-type: A new edge with two previously unobserved nodes.
This type creates a new connected component.

(2) N1-type: A new edge with one previously unobserved node.
(3) N0-type: A new edgewith zero new nodes. That is, bothD and

E were involved in at least one previous EA, but not simulta-
neously. This EA can either merge two existing components
or “densify” an existing component.

(4) R-type: A repeat of an edge already seen advertised.
This concise classi�cation leads to powerful capabilities. First,

we can track the percentage of each observed EA type and treat
them as probabilities. If we assume these probabilities are locally
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(3) Executing in Real Time (Sec. 4). EASEE is e�cient enough
to run on-line and in real time with incoming communica-
tion data with minimal compute overhead. This feature is
important when analyzing fast evolving streams of data.

(4) Identifying Underlying Data Shifts (Sec. 6). EASEE monitors
underlying EA properties and directly identi�es times of
drastic change – starting new snapshots when such times
occur. We demonstrate this with examples from real-world
datasets, and quantify errors with synthetic datasets.

(5) Recognizing Problematic Datasets (Sec. 6.1.1). EASEE’s focus
on balancing under- and oversampling enables it to recognize
datasets that shift so rapidly that quality snapshots can’t be
generated. With such datasets, forming static snapshots runs
the danger of creating graphs with more paths that were
never active together than those that were.

Furthermore, our results both support and add caveats to pre-
vious analyses of such streaming datasets. For instance, EASEE
directly monitors edges which increase densi�cation (see [12]).
However, our results clearly show times where continuing to de-
velop a single static graph would blur two very distinct behavior
periods into a single static representation. Thus, while densi�cation
certainly occurs, some of its reported results may be due to merging
wildly varying underlying graphs.

2 RELATEDWORK
Varying Snapshop Interval: Researchers have studied how graph
properties evolve when they aggregate edge advertisements (EAs)
into static snapshots. Most consider cumulative snapshots from
the beginning, each larger by a day, week, or year. Some divide all
the data into �xed-sized nonoverlapping (or regularly overlapping)
snapshots. Leskovec et al. [12] found that – although the snapshots
added nodes and edges over time – the graphs became denser and
the diameter decreased. Their work used datasets where many EAs
repeat (similar to our own) and where advertisements occurred
once per edge (e.g., citation networks). Krings et al. [9] thoroughly
analyzed a single, very clean telecommunication dataset. They
found distinct patterns of node count and clustering coe�cient
based on interval start day and length that were well explained by
normal call behavior. Comparing neighboring snapshots using 2-
week intervals even found holiday weeks. Rocha et al. [17] studied
four sampling techniques for a stream of EAs including varying
interval size. They found that static snapshots lost some detail
necessary for temporal epidemic tracking and prediction.
Temporal Networks: Researchers have analyzed “temporal net-
works,” i.e. streams of EAs, directly (see [7] for an overview). We
instead derive static snapshots from such data.
Identifying Appropriate Snapshot Intervals: Sun et al. [21]
proposed a mostly parameter-free technique called GraphScope
for tracking graph communities in EA streams. They batch all the
edges arriving during a �xed interval (the one parameter) into a
graph, compute its communities based on small compressed size,
and add it to the previous snapshot “if there is a storage bene�t.”
Otherwise, the incoming graph starts a new snapshot. EASEE can
break an EA stream into a new snapshot at any point, not just at
�xed time boundaries, and uses overall graph stability measures, not
communities. Sulo et al. [20] developed an o�-line technique that
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Figure 1: The four possible types for new EA (D, E, C) denoted
by the dashed line. The illustrations show a portion of the
graph just prior to time C – shown as solid lines.

�nds a universal snapshot interval that balances within-snapshot
variance and between-snapshot compression. Cáceres [2] described
an o�-line technique called DAPPER that allows varying snapshot
intervals, but they are multiples of a �xed minimum interval. Break-
points between snapshots are based on measures of consistency of
edge frequencies. Soundarajan et al. [19] proposed ADAGE as an on-
line technique that merges neighboring small �xed snapshots until
a user-speci�ed graph metric converges. They found that although
di�erent metrics changed �nal snapshot intervals, it was often pos-
sible to use a cheaper proxy metric to get approximately the same
result as many more expensive metrics (e.g., degree distribution
can be a proxy for Page Rank).

Fish et al. [3] presented a technique akin to supervised learning
that trains the snapshot detector to increase accuracy against a
speci�ed, dataset-speci�c labeled problem (e.g., change point detec-
tion or node attribute prediction). EASEE identi�es change points
directly in the EA stream without labeled data.

3 THE EASEE MODEL
Suppose D and E are two entities (nodes) that communicate at time
C . We represent this communication by undirected edge (D, E) and
denote the communication event by (D, E, C). We call each event in
a stream an edge advertisement (EA) and say that edge (D, E) ad-
vertises at time C . We refer to the 8th EA as (D, E, C)8 . Although EAs
may occur in rapid succession, we assume they can be serialized for
analysis. Edges may advertise more than once. EASEE has two prin-
ciple steps: (1) Su�cient snapshot detecting, and (2) Neighboring
snapshot merging based on graph similarity. These address under
and oversampling, respectively. For Step 1, we introduce a model
to predict near-term graph growth to determine graph stability.

3.1 Forecasting near-term growth
Given a stream of EAs, it is possible to predict the near-term fu-
ture growth of its graph. There are four possible EA types for any
incoming EAs. See Fig. 1.

(1) N2-type: A new edge with two previously unobserved nodes.
This type creates a new connected component.

(2) N1-type: A new edge with one previously unobserved node.
(3) N0-type: A new edgewith zero new nodes. That is, bothD and

E were involved in at least one previous EA, but not simulta-
neously. This EA can either merge two existing components
or “densify” an existing component.

(4) R-type: A repeat of an edge already seen advertised.
This concise classi�cation leads to powerful capabilities. First,

we can track the percentage of each observed EA type and treat
them as probabilities. If we assume these probabilities are locally
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(3) Executing in Real Time (Sec. 4). EASEE is e�cient enough
to run on-line and in real time with incoming communica-
tion data with minimal compute overhead. This feature is
important when analyzing fast evolving streams of data.

(4) Identifying Underlying Data Shifts (Sec. 6). EASEE monitors
underlying EA properties and directly identi�es times of
drastic change – starting new snapshots when such times
occur. We demonstrate this with examples from real-world
datasets, and quantify errors with synthetic datasets.

(5) Recognizing Problematic Datasets (Sec. 6.1.1). EASEE’s focus
on balancing under- and oversampling enables it to recognize
datasets that shift so rapidly that quality snapshots can’t be
generated. With such datasets, forming static snapshots runs
the danger of creating graphs with more paths that were
never active together than those that were.

Furthermore, our results both support and add caveats to pre-
vious analyses of such streaming datasets. For instance, EASEE
directly monitors edges which increase densi�cation (see [12]).
However, our results clearly show times where continuing to de-
velop a single static graph would blur two very distinct behavior
periods into a single static representation. Thus, while densi�cation
certainly occurs, some of its reported results may be due to merging
wildly varying underlying graphs.

2 RELATEDWORK
Varying Snapshop Interval: Researchers have studied how graph
properties evolve when they aggregate edge advertisements (EAs)
into static snapshots. Most consider cumulative snapshots from
the beginning, each larger by a day, week, or year. Some divide all
the data into �xed-sized nonoverlapping (or regularly overlapping)
snapshots. Leskovec et al. [12] found that – although the snapshots
added nodes and edges over time – the graphs became denser and
the diameter decreased. Their work used datasets where many EAs
repeat (similar to our own) and where advertisements occurred
once per edge (e.g., citation networks). Krings et al. [9] thoroughly
analyzed a single, very clean telecommunication dataset. They
found distinct patterns of node count and clustering coe�cient
based on interval start day and length that were well explained by
normal call behavior. Comparing neighboring snapshots using 2-
week intervals even found holiday weeks. Rocha et al. [17] studied
four sampling techniques for a stream of EAs including varying
interval size. They found that static snapshots lost some detail
necessary for temporal epidemic tracking and prediction.
Temporal Networks: Researchers have analyzed “temporal net-
works,” i.e. streams of EAs, directly (see [7] for an overview). We
instead derive static snapshots from such data.
Identifying Appropriate Snapshot Intervals: Sun et al. [21]
proposed a mostly parameter-free technique called GraphScope
for tracking graph communities in EA streams. They batch all the
edges arriving during a �xed interval (the one parameter) into a
graph, compute its communities based on small compressed size,
and add it to the previous snapshot “if there is a storage bene�t.”
Otherwise, the incoming graph starts a new snapshot. EASEE can
break an EA stream into a new snapshot at any point, not just at
�xed time boundaries, and uses overall graph stability measures, not
communities. Sulo et al. [20] developed an o�-line technique that
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Figure 1: The four possible types for new EA (D, E, C) denoted
by the dashed line. The illustrations show a portion of the
graph just prior to time C – shown as solid lines.

�nds a universal snapshot interval that balances within-snapshot
variance and between-snapshot compression. Cáceres [2] described
an o�-line technique called DAPPER that allows varying snapshot
intervals, but they are multiples of a �xed minimum interval. Break-
points between snapshots are based on measures of consistency of
edge frequencies. Soundarajan et al. [19] proposed ADAGE as an on-
line technique that merges neighboring small �xed snapshots until
a user-speci�ed graph metric converges. They found that although
di�erent metrics changed �nal snapshot intervals, it was often pos-
sible to use a cheaper proxy metric to get approximately the same
result as many more expensive metrics (e.g., degree distribution
can be a proxy for Page Rank).

Fish et al. [3] presented a technique akin to supervised learning
that trains the snapshot detector to increase accuracy against a
speci�ed, dataset-speci�c labeled problem (e.g., change point detec-
tion or node attribute prediction). EASEE identi�es change points
directly in the EA stream without labeled data.

3 THE EASEE MODEL
Suppose D and E are two entities (nodes) that communicate at time
C . We represent this communication by undirected edge (D, E) and
denote the communication event by (D, E, C). We call each event in
a stream an edge advertisement (EA) and say that edge (D, E) ad-
vertises at time C . We refer to the 8th EA as (D, E, C)8 . Although EAs
may occur in rapid succession, we assume they can be serialized for
analysis. Edges may advertise more than once. EASEE has two prin-
ciple steps: (1) Su�cient snapshot detecting, and (2) Neighboring
snapshot merging based on graph similarity. These address under
and oversampling, respectively. For Step 1, we introduce a model
to predict near-term graph growth to determine graph stability.

3.1 Forecasting near-term growth
Given a stream of EAs, it is possible to predict the near-term fu-
ture growth of its graph. There are four possible EA types for any
incoming EAs. See Fig. 1.

(1) N2-type: A new edge with two previously unobserved nodes.
This type creates a new connected component.

(2) N1-type: A new edge with one previously unobserved node.
(3) N0-type: A new edgewith zero new nodes. That is, bothD and

E were involved in at least one previous EA, but not simulta-
neously. This EA can either merge two existing components
or “densify” an existing component.

(4) R-type: A repeat of an edge already seen advertised.
This concise classi�cation leads to powerful capabilities. First,

we can track the percentage of each observed EA type and treat
them as probabilities. If we assume these probabilities are locally
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(3) Executing in Real Time (Sec. 4). EASEE is e�cient enough
to run on-line and in real time with incoming communica-
tion data with minimal compute overhead. This feature is
important when analyzing fast evolving streams of data.

(4) Identifying Underlying Data Shifts (Sec. 6). EASEE monitors
underlying EA properties and directly identi�es times of
drastic change – starting new snapshots when such times
occur. We demonstrate this with examples from real-world
datasets, and quantify errors with synthetic datasets.

(5) Recognizing Problematic Datasets (Sec. 6.1.1). EASEE’s focus
on balancing under- and oversampling enables it to recognize
datasets that shift so rapidly that quality snapshots can’t be
generated. With such datasets, forming static snapshots runs
the danger of creating graphs with more paths that were
never active together than those that were.

Furthermore, our results both support and add caveats to pre-
vious analyses of such streaming datasets. For instance, EASEE
directly monitors edges which increase densi�cation (see [12]).
However, our results clearly show times where continuing to de-
velop a single static graph would blur two very distinct behavior
periods into a single static representation. Thus, while densi�cation
certainly occurs, some of its reported results may be due to merging
wildly varying underlying graphs.

2 RELATEDWORK
Varying Snapshop Interval: Researchers have studied how graph
properties evolve when they aggregate edge advertisements (EAs)
into static snapshots. Most consider cumulative snapshots from
the beginning, each larger by a day, week, or year. Some divide all
the data into �xed-sized nonoverlapping (or regularly overlapping)
snapshots. Leskovec et al. [12] found that – although the snapshots
added nodes and edges over time – the graphs became denser and
the diameter decreased. Their work used datasets where many EAs
repeat (similar to our own) and where advertisements occurred
once per edge (e.g., citation networks). Krings et al. [9] thoroughly
analyzed a single, very clean telecommunication dataset. They
found distinct patterns of node count and clustering coe�cient
based on interval start day and length that were well explained by
normal call behavior. Comparing neighboring snapshots using 2-
week intervals even found holiday weeks. Rocha et al. [17] studied
four sampling techniques for a stream of EAs including varying
interval size. They found that static snapshots lost some detail
necessary for temporal epidemic tracking and prediction.
Temporal Networks: Researchers have analyzed “temporal net-
works,” i.e. streams of EAs, directly (see [7] for an overview). We
instead derive static snapshots from such data.
Identifying Appropriate Snapshot Intervals: Sun et al. [21]
proposed a mostly parameter-free technique called GraphScope
for tracking graph communities in EA streams. They batch all the
edges arriving during a �xed interval (the one parameter) into a
graph, compute its communities based on small compressed size,
and add it to the previous snapshot “if there is a storage bene�t.”
Otherwise, the incoming graph starts a new snapshot. EASEE can
break an EA stream into a new snapshot at any point, not just at
�xed time boundaries, and uses overall graph stability measures, not
communities. Sulo et al. [20] developed an o�-line technique that
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�nds a universal snapshot interval that balances within-snapshot
variance and between-snapshot compression. Cáceres [2] described
an o�-line technique called DAPPER that allows varying snapshot
intervals, but they are multiples of a �xed minimum interval. Break-
points between snapshots are based on measures of consistency of
edge frequencies. Soundarajan et al. [19] proposed ADAGE as an on-
line technique that merges neighboring small �xed snapshots until
a user-speci�ed graph metric converges. They found that although
di�erent metrics changed �nal snapshot intervals, it was often pos-
sible to use a cheaper proxy metric to get approximately the same
result as many more expensive metrics (e.g., degree distribution
can be a proxy for Page Rank).

Fish et al. [3] presented a technique akin to supervised learning
that trains the snapshot detector to increase accuracy against a
speci�ed, dataset-speci�c labeled problem (e.g., change point detec-
tion or node attribute prediction). EASEE identi�es change points
directly in the EA stream without labeled data.

3 THE EASEE MODEL
Suppose D and E are two entities (nodes) that communicate at time
C . We represent this communication by undirected edge (D, E) and
denote the communication event by (D, E, C). We call each event in
a stream an edge advertisement (EA) and say that edge (D, E) ad-
vertises at time C . We refer to the 8th EA as (D, E, C)8 . Although EAs
may occur in rapid succession, we assume they can be serialized for
analysis. Edges may advertise more than once. EASEE has two prin-
ciple steps: (1) Su�cient snapshot detecting, and (2) Neighboring
snapshot merging based on graph similarity. These address under
and oversampling, respectively. For Step 1, we introduce a model
to predict near-term graph growth to determine graph stability.

3.1 Forecasting near-term growth
Given a stream of EAs, it is possible to predict the near-term fu-
ture growth of its graph. There are four possible EA types for any
incoming EAs. See Fig. 1.

(1) N2-type: A new edge with two previously unobserved nodes.
This type creates a new connected component.

(2) N1-type: A new edge with one previously unobserved node.
(3) N0-type: A new edgewith zero new nodes. That is, bothD and

E were involved in at least one previous EA, but not simulta-
neously. This EA can either merge two existing components
or “densify” an existing component.

(4) R-type: A repeat of an edge already seen advertised.
This concise classi�cation leads to powerful capabilities. First,

we can track the percentage of each observed EA type and treat
them as probabilities. If we assume these probabilities are locally



Estimate probabilities of these types

•Given the past k EAs, compute the percentage of  those that belong to each type
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Predict future graph size

•Our most important equations:

• where x is the number of  EAs already seen, y is number of  EAs more to see, m is number of  
edges, n is number of  nodes, and p(T, x) is the current probability of  EA type T after x EAs.

•Essentially, this allows us to predict the most expected increase in number of  edges 
(m) and number of  nodes (n) after y more EAs.
• We can then collect y more EAs and monitor the error in these predictions
• We can also watch these predictions and look for convergence or drastic changes in the prediction

•Create “sufficient sample” snapshots when convergence or drastic increase in 
predictions
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Step 2: Consider merging

•Given a stream of  sufficient snapshots, can we merge neighboring snapshots?
• Why merge?  A minimum snapshot may not have all of  the data you want for your downstream 

analytic.
• Why not merge?  If  two neighboring minimum snapshots are very different, merging would result 

in a “system blurred” graph snapshot

•How to measure if  snapshots are different?
• Sufficient snapshots preserve EA count per edge… compute cosine similarity of  neighboring 

snapshots’ EA counts per edge
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Cosine Similarities Example – EU Emails13
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Synthetic Dataset Test 1: How important to detect changes?

•Given a stream of  EAs on the a set of  nodes, at some time t, the communities 
drastically change
• What happens if  you miss the change time t for later graph analysis?
• Nerd details: SBMs with 10 blocks, pin0 = 0.05, pin1 = 0.04, and pout = 0.005

•Test ran 20 times, average scores shown next slide
• Nerd details: Louvain-identified communities tested against SBM-true communities using AMI

•High community detection scores means that EASEE would do a good job on your 
community detection problems
• Very low scores means your identified communities are essentially noise
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Synthetic Dataset Test 1: How important to detect changes?15
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Other tests performed (paper has details)

•How do EA change rate, timing of  change, and amount of  change affect change 
detection?
• Slower changes and smaller changes harder to detect
• Changes very recently after snapshot began can be impossible to detect
• Previous techniques completely ignore the change – only line up with change by random chance

•When creating a stream of  snapshots, how does start time affect resulting 
snapshots?
• EASEE generally converges to the same change moment (exactly!) within 10 snapshots on a 

variety of  datsets

16



Real-world Datasets17

• EU Core Emails: A common, 
often repeating, type of 
communication

• Enron Emails: Emails for 
approx. 150 users at Enron 
Corp.

• GameX: Logs of Combats and 
Messages for an online game

• Stack Overflow Reply: Log of 
questions and answers

• Reddit Reply: Log of posts and 
comments on social news

• LANL Netflow: 32 days of 
computer network traffic (both 
human and automated)
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Enron Dataset18
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Other Datasets 119
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Other Datasets 2

•GameX Combats and Reddit both never merged even at relatively low thresholds
• Indicates that the edges are shifting very quickly in these datasets – faster than the EA rate can 

support
• Forming static graphs from such datasets may be unwise!
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Conclusion/Questions

•EASEE detects snapshots in changing data … and merge only when changes are 
sufficiently small

•EASEE monitors densification and differentiates between “converging” 
densification and “changing” densification

•EASEE can detect when the underlying graph shifts and reverts between states

•Questions?

•jdwendt@sandia.gov
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